Beyond War Bibliography of Nonfiction Books
(2009)
These books were recommended by Beyond War members in 2009. We categorized the
books by the three Beyond War principles, but the categorization is approximate at best.
For many books, we would wish to merge the categories. Books may start by pointing out
that War is Obsolete because We Are One on This Planet and then go on to describe
examples of how the Means Are the Ends in the Making. So, the categories are just a
general indicator or emphasis. Also, prices and ISBN come from hard cover editions
when available. For many books, paperback and used copies at a lower price are also
available. When it is indicated that published reviews are available, you can find a listing
of those reviews in a separate document, “Published Reviews of Nonfiction Books.”
These lists were compiled by Melissa Ruhl and Anne Millhollen.

War is obsolete.
> Albright, Madeleine. The Mighty and the Almighty: Reflections on America, God
and World Affairs. 2007. Harper Perennial. $14.95 (0-060-89258-7), 368 pages.
Madeleine Albright, the former secretary of state, offers a thoughtful and often
surprising look at the role of religion in shaping America's approach to the world.
Drawing upon her experiences while in office and her own deepest beliefs about
morality, the United States, and the present state of world affairs, a woman noted for
plain speaking offers her thoughts about the most controversial topics of our time.
Published reviews available.
> Allison, Graham. Nuclear Terror: The Ultimate Preventable Catastrophe. 2005.
Holt Paperbacks. $15.00 (978-0805078527), 288 pages.
In this book, Allison makes the case that nuclear terrorism is inevitable—if we
continue on our present course—and he sets out an ambitious but achievable plan for
preventing a catastrophic attack before it’s too late. Published reviews available.
>Andreas, Joel. Addicted to War: Why The U.S. Can’t Kick Militarism. 2004. AK
Press. $10.00 (978-1904859017) 80 pages, paperback.
In comic book style, Andreas traces the history of America's military actions
throughout the world. Published reviews available.
> Baker, Nicholson. Human Smoke: The Beginnings of WWII, the End of
Civilization. 2008. Simon & Schuster. $30.00 (978-1416567844) 576 pages.
Incorporating meticulous research and well-documented sources -- including
newspaper and magazine articles, radio speeches, memoirs, and diaries -- the book
juxtaposes hundreds of interrelated moments of decision, brutality, suffering, and mercy.
Vivid glimpses of political leaders and their dissenters illuminate and examine the
gradual, horrifying advance toward overt global war and Holocaust. Published reviews
available.

Bacevich, Andrew. The Limits of Power. 2008. Metropolitan Books. $24.00. (9780805088151) 224 pages, hardcover.
The Limits of Power identifies a profound triple crisis facing America: the
economy, in remarkable disarray, can no longer be fixed by relying on expansion abroad;
the government, transformed by an imperial presidency, is a democracy in form only;
U.S. involvement in endless wars, driven by a deep infatuation with military power, has
been a catastrophe for the body politic. These pressing problems threaten all of us,
Republicans and Democrats. If the nation is to solve its predicament, it will need the
revival of a distinctly American approach: the neglected tradition of realism. Published
reviews available.
>Benjamin, Medea and Jodie Evans, editors. How to Stop the Next War Now:
Effective Responses to Violence and Terrorism. 2005. New World Library. $14.95
(978-1930722491) 256 pages, paperback.
The book shares expert insight on the issues and powers-that-be that encourage
war, including the media, politicians, global militarization, and the pending scarcity of
natural resources. A powerful, smart, and passionate work, this book aims to educate and
reflect on the effectiveness of peace movement activities and offer hope—through shared
ideas, action steps, and checklists—to transform a culture of violence to a culture of
peace. Published reviews available.
>Canada, Geoffrey. Fist Stick Knife Gun: A Personal History of Violence in America.
1996. Topeka Bindery. $22.80 (978-0613126632) 179 pages, school and library binding
(no hardcover).
Canada's world was one where "sidewalk" boys learned the codes of the block
and were ranked through the rituals of fist, stick, and knife. Then the streets changed, and
the stakes got even higher. In this candid and riveting memoir, Canada relives a
childhood in which violence stalked every street corner. "If you wonder how a fourteenyear-old can shoot another child his own age in the head and then go home to dinner,"
Canada writes, "you need to know you don't get there in a day, or week, or month. It
takes years of preparation to be willing to commit murder, to be willing to kill or die for a
corner, a color, or a leather jacket." Published reviews available.
>Carroll, James. The House of War: The Pentagon and the Disastrous Rise of
American Power. 2007. Mariner Books. $15.95 (978-0618872015) 688 pages.
This landmark, myth-shattering work chronicles the most powerful institution
in America, the people who created it, and the pathologies it has spawned. James Carroll
proves a controversial thesis: the Pentagon has, since its founding, operated beyond the
control of any force in government or society. Published reviews available.
>Chompsky, Noam. Hegemony or Survival: America’s Quest for Global Dominance.
By Noam Chompsky. 2003. Metropolitan Books. $15.00. (978-0805076882) 288 pages.
With the striking logic that is his trademark, Chomsky dissects America's quest
for global supremacy, tracking the U.S. government's aggressive pursuit of policies
intended to achieve "full spectrum dominance" at any cost. He lays out vividly how the

various strands of policy-the militarization of space, the ballistic-missile defense
program, unilateralism, the dismantling of international agreements, and the response to
the Iraqi crisis-cohere in a drive for hegemony that ultimately threatens our survival.
Published reviews available.
>Doerken, Maurine. One Bomb Away: Citizen Empowerment for Nuclear
Awareness. 2002. Awol Ink Productions. $14.00 (978-0971988903) 154 pages,
paperback.
This book is an educational tool, covering a broad spectrum of issues and general
information about our nuclear world, in the hope of contributing in some way toward
change. Reader review available on Amazon.com.
>Fromm, Erich. The Anatomy of Human Destructiveness. 1992. Holt Paperbacks.
$23.00 (978-0805016048) 240 pages, paperback.
This book is a study of man's destructive nature that utilizes evidence from
psychoanalysis, neurophysiology, animal psychology, paleontology, and anthropology
and is documented with clinical examples. Published reviews available.
>Fry, Douglas P. Beyond War: The Human Potential for Peace. 2007. Oxford
University Press. $24.00 (978-0195309485) 352 pages.
This book presents an argument that the facts show that our ancient ancestors
were not innately warlike - and neither are we. Published reviews available.
>Gerson, Joseph. With Hiroshima Eyes: Atomic War, Nuclear Extortion, and Moral
Imagination. 1995. New Society Publishers. $16.95 (OP) (978-0865713307) 224 pages,
paperback.
This isn't just another history of the atomic bombings: it probes the underlying
issues raised by the atom bomb, blending history and issues of foreign racism and moral
justification to reveal underlying influences on public perceptions. Analysis indicates that
both bombed cities could have been spared: this argues that the bomb droppings were
based more on political maneuvering than a desire to end the war. Published reviews
available.
> Hallett, Graham. European Security in the Post-Soviet Age: The Case against Nato.
2007. William Sessions Ltd. Limited availability-foreign import (978-1850723585) 308
pages, paperback. Published reviews not available.
>Hallock, Daniel. Hell, Healing and Resistance: Veterans Speak. 1998. Plough
Publishing House. $20.00 (978-0874869590) 434 pages.
In these accounts, veterans take readers through this century's battle fields and
back home, revealing their inner scars and the ongoing suffering shared by their families
and many others whose lives they touch. A starting place, they say, is to let veterans
speak - to give them space to honestly confront the past. This book does that. Survivors
of war allow us to enter into their quest for healing, and so are healed. Published reviews
available.

>Hedges, Chris. War is a Force that Gives Us Meaning. 2002. Public Affairs. $23.00
(978-1586480493) 192 pages.
Chris Hedges of The New York Times has seen war up close—in the Balkans, the
Middle East, and Central America—and he has been troubled by what he has seen:
friends, enemies, colleagues, and strangers intoxicated and even addicted to war's heady
brew. In War Is a Force That Gives Us Meaning, he tackles the ugly truths about
humanity's love affair with war, offering a sophisticated, nuanced, intelligent meditation
on the subject that is also gritty, powerful, and unforgettable. Published reviews
available.
>Hersey, John. Hiroshima. 1989. Vintage. $7.50 (978-0679721031) 160 pages,
paperback.
On August 6, 1945, Hiroshima was destroyed by the first atomic bomb ever
dropped on a city. This book tells what happened on that day, told through the memoirs
of survivors. Published reviews available.
>Hopkirk, Peter. Great Game: The Struggle for Empire in Central Asia. 1992.
Kodansha International (JPN). $30.00 (978-4770017031) 565 pages.
This book describes the nineteenth-century struggle between Britain and Russia
for control of Central Asia. Published reviews available.
>Johnson, Chalmers. Blowback. 2000. Metropolitan Books. $26.00 (978-0805062380)
288 pages.
In this incisive and controversial book, Chalmers Johnson lays out in vivid detail
the dangers faced by our overextended empire, which insists on projecting its military
power to every corner of the earth and using American capital and markets to force
global economic integration on its own terms. From a case of rape by U.S. servicemen in
Okinawa to our role in Asia’s financial crisis, from our early support for Saddam Hussein
to our conduct in the Balkans, Johnson reveals the ways in which our misguided policies
are planting the seeds of future disaster. Published reviews available.
>Jones, Seth G. How Terrorist Groups End: Lessons for Countering al Qa'ida. 2008.
Rand Corporation. $33.00 (978-0833044655) 252 pages, hardcover.
Most modern groups have ended because they joined the political process or local
police and intelligence agencies arrested or killed key members. This has significant
implications for dealing with al Qa’ida and suggests fundamentally rethinking post-9/11
U.S. counterterrorism strategy: Policing and intelligence, not military force, should form
the backbone of U.S. efforts against al Qa’ida.
>Junko, Oshiro. A Mother’s Story of the Battle of Okinawa. No information available
>Keen, Sam. Faces of the Enemy. 1991. Harpercollins. $19.00 (978-0062504678) 200
pages, paperback.
As relevant today as when it was first released, Faces of the Enemy follows social
psychologist Sam Keen as he unmasks how individuals and nations dehumanize their
enemies to justify the inhumanity of war. Published reviews available.

>Kingston, Maxine Hong. Veterans of War, Veterans of Peace. 2006. Koa Books.
$20.00 (978-0977333837) 614 pages, paperback.
This book collects poignant and inspirational firsthand accounts of war and its
aftermath as provided by veterans, survivors, conscientious objectors, and abuse
survivors who endured a range of circumstances, from growing up in a military family or
struggling with post-traumatic stress disorder to being rendered homeless or managing
substance abuse. Published reviews available.
>Kinzer, Stephen. Overthrow: America’s Century of Regime Change from Hawaii to
Iraq. 2006. Times Books. $27.50 (978-0805078619) 400 pages.
Foreign correspondent Kinzer tells the stories of the audacious politicians, spies,
military commanders, and business executives who took it upon themselves to depose
monarchs, presidents, and prime ministers in fourteen countries, including Cuba, Iran,
South Vietnam, Chile, and Iraq. He also shows that the U.S. government has often
pursued these operations without understanding the countries involved; as a result, many
of them have had disastrous long-term consequences. Published reviews available.
>Klein, Naomi. The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism. 2007.
Metropolitan Books. $28.00 (978-0805079838) 576 pages.
At the core of disaster capitalism is the use of cataclysmic events to advance
radical privatization combined with the privatization of the disaster response itself. Klein
argues that by capitalizing on crises, created by nature or war, the disaster capitalism
complex now exists as a booming new economy, and is the violent culmination of a
radical economic project that has been incubating for fifty years. Published reviews
available.
>Kuriansky, Judy. Terror in the Holy Land: Inside the Anguish of the IsraeliPalestinian Conflict. 2006. Praeger Publishers. $49.95 (978-0275990411) 296 pages.
Israelis and Palestinians have been caught in what seems a "forever war" with
routine terror in the promised land for more than 100 years. This book is the first to bring
together commentary and anguished personal insights from people on both sides of the
battle. Published reviews available.
>Macy, Joanna. Despair and Personal Power in the Nuclear Age. 1983. New Society
Pub. $39.95 (978-0865710306) 178 pages.
Written by Joanna Macy, a teacher of world religions, Despair and Personal
Power in the Nuclear Age deals with our knowledge and feelings about the present
planetary crisis in ways that "release energy and vision" for creative response.
The work was written to build compassion, community and commitment to act, instead of
merely to impart information on the present conditions and future prospects of our world.
Published reviews available.
>McCarthy, Emanuel Charles. Christian Just War Theory: The Logic of Deceit.
2003. Center for Christian Nonviolence. Available used.

The secondary purpose of this little book is to critique the Christian Just War
theory (CJWT). Its primary purpose is to invalidate CHWT forever.
>McNamara, Robert S. In Retrospect: The Tragedies and Lessons of Vietnam. 1995.
Crown. $27.50 (978-0812925234) 414 pages.
The Secretary of Defense for the Kennedy and Johnson administrations provides
an account of how and why America became involved in Vietnam and discusses the longterm ramifications of decisions made during the 1960s. Published reviews available.
>Merson, John. War Lessons: How I Fought to be a Hero and Learned that War is
Terror. 2008. Frog Books. $15.95 (978-1583942093) 160 pages, paperback.
In vivid, unadorned prose, he interweaves his own experiences in war with
thoughtful assessments of how to prevent it. He highlights the daily experience of combat
from the perspective of both the foot soldier and the villager in whose home the war is
being fought. When he leaves Vietnam, Merson begins an odyssey that brings him back
eight times. Published reviews available.
>Nathan, Otto and Heinz Norden, editors. Einstein on Peace. 1968. Schocken Books.
Limited availability, paperback.
>Panikkar, Raimon. Cultural Disarmament: The Way to Peace. 1995. Westminster
John Knox Press. $24.95 (978-0664255497) 156 pages, paperback.
Peace, Panikkar argues, requires more than nuclear, military, or economic
disarmament. Peace can ultimately be obtained only by cultural disarmament, which
requires that absolutism be abandoned for true reconciliation through ongoing
intercultural dialogues. Published reviews available.
>Pape, Robert. Dying to Win: The Strategic Logic of Suicide Terrorism. By Robert
Pape. 2005. Random House. $25.95 (978-1400063178) 352 pages.
One of the world’s foremost authorities on the subject, Professor Pape has created
the first comprehensive database of every suicide terrorist attack in the world from 1980
until today. With striking clarity and precision, Professor Pape uses this unprecedented
research to debunk widely held misconceptions about the nature of suicide terrorism and
provide a new lens that makes sense of the threat we face. Published reviews available.
>Parenti, Michael. Against Empire. 2001. City Lights Publishers. $12.95 (9780872862982) 217 pages, paperback.
Richly informed and written in an engaging style, Against Empire exposes the
ruthless agenda and hidden costs of the U.S. empire today. Documenting the pretexts and
lies used to justify violent intervention and maldevelopment abroad, Parenti shows how
the conversion to a global economy is a victory of finance capital over democracy.
>Parenti, Michael. The Culture Struggle. 2006. Seven Stories Press. $12.95 (9781583227046) 160 pages, paperback.
Drawing from cultures around the world, Parenti shows that beliefs and practices
are readily subjected to political manipulation, and that many parts of culture are being

commodified, separated from their group or communal origins, and packaged and sold to
those who can pay for them. Published reviews available.
>Rashid, Ahmed. Taliban: Militant Islam, Oil and Fundamentalism in Central Asia.
2000. Yale University Press. $42.00 (978-0300083408) 288 pages.
This book examines the Taliban and its form of Islamic fundamentalism, explains
how the organization rose to power, and discusses its impact on Afghanistan and why the
country has become a center for international terrorism. Published reviews available.
>Ricks, Thomas E. Fiasco: The American Military Adventure in Iraq. 2006. Penguin
Press HC. $27.95 (978-0713999532) 496 pages.
This book provides eye-witness accounts of people, ranging from commanders to
intelligence officers, army doctors to ordinary soldiers, that contradict the official stories
and figures. This book gives an insight into the plight of ordinary soldiers doing
nightmarish jobs, and the real nature of the fighting in Iraq. Published reviews available.
>Sagan, Scott and Kenneth Waltz. The Spread of Nuclear Weapons: A Debate
Renewed. 2002. W. W. Norton. $19.70 (978-0393977479) 224 pages, paperback.
If the nuclear balance of terror helped maintain the 'long peace' between the united States
and the Soviet Union during the Cold Ware, will the spread of nuclear weapons to new
states also help stabilize international relations in the future? In this increasingly complex
world, how do issues such as global terrorism, missile defense, and the Indian-Pakistani
conflict factor into the decisions states make about nuclear weapons? In The Spread of
Nuclear Weapons: A Debate Renewed, two major international relations scholars resume
their well-known dialogue about these important questions, as well as others. Published
reviews available.
>Schell, Jonathan. The Abolition. 1984. NY Knopf. (978-0394538181) 173 pages.
The Abolition offers a proposal for full-scale nuclear disarmament. Schell presents
his case with clarity, and with candor about its possible shortcomings. Published reviews
available.
>Schell, Johathan. The Fate of the Earth. (There is also available a combination of both
this book and the previous book.) 1982. Knopf. $19.95 (978-0394525594) 244 pages.
This sobering book describes what would happen should there be a nuclear war.
Published reviews available.
>Schell, Jonathan. The Seventh Decade: The New Shape of Nuclear Danger. 2007.
Metropolitan Books. $24.00 (978-0805081299) 272 pages.
In this provocative book, Jonathan Schell argues that a revolution in nuclear affairs has
occurred under the watch of the Bush administration, including a historic embrace of a
first-strike policy to combat proliferation. Far from curbing nuclear buildup, Schell
contends, our radical policy has provoked proliferation in Iran, North Korea, and
elsewhere; exacerbated global trafficking in nuclear weapons; and taken the world into an
era of unchecked nuclear terror. Published reviews available.

>Schell, Jonathan. The Unconquerable World: Power, Nonviolence, and the Will of
the People. 2003. Metropolitan Books. $27.50 (978-0805044560) 448 pages.
This book is a visionary work that explores the limits of violence and charts an
unexpectedly hopeful course toward a nonviolent future. As Schell makes clear, all-out
war, with its risk of human extinction, must cease to play the role of final arbiter.
Published reviews available.
>Schlabach, Gerald W. Just Policing, Not War: An Alternative Response to World
Violence. 2007. Liturgical Press. $27.95 (978-0814652213) 255 pages, paperback.
Gerald Schlabach has proposed just policing theory as a way to narrow the gap
between just war and pacifist traditions. If the world can address problems of violence
through a police model instead of a conventional military model, there may be a role for
Christians from all traditions. In this volume, Schlabach presents his theory and has
invited a number of scholars representing Catholic, Mennonite, and other traditions to
respond to the theory and address a number of key questions. Published reviews
available.
>Secunda, Eugene and Terence P. Moran. Selling War to America: From the Spanish
American War to the Global War on Terror. 2007. Praeger Security International
General Interest-Cloth. $49.95 (978-0275995232) 240 pages.
The book analyzes each of these wars within the context of the techniques that the
government used to generate public support, also examining the results of propaganda
efforts, both before and after each conflict. From these historical analyses, noting both the
blunders and the triumphs of the past century, Selling War to America pinpoints the
pitfalls and offers the keys to successfully persuading the American public to support
wars that must be fought. Published reviews available.
>Sheehan, Cindy. Not One More Mother’s Child. 2005. Koa Books. $15.00 (9780977333806) 204 pages, paperback.
The founder of Gold Star Families for Peace, Sheehan here movingly recounts her
first year of activism, sharing her thoughts and actions with readers for the first time in
book form. Reflecting on war and peace, truth and accountability, she takes the Bush
administration to task for its corruption and incompetence. Equal parts compelling
memoir and call to action, Not One More Mother's Child tells in Sheehan's distinctive
voice how historical events and personal tragedy transformed her from grieving mom to
ardent activist.
>Thomas, Claude Anshin. At Hell’s Gate: A Soldier’s Journey from War to Peace.
2004. Shambhala. $19.95 (978-1590301340) 144 pages.
At Hell's Gate is Thomas's dramatic coming-of-age story and a spiritual
travelogue from the horrors of combat to discovering a spiritual approach to healing
violence and ending war from the inside out. In simple and direct language, Thomas
shares timeless teachings on healing emotional suffering and offers us practical guidance
in using mindfulness and compassion to transform our lives. Published reviews available.

>Thucydides. The History of the Peloponnesian War. 1998. Hackett Publishing
Company. $42.00 (978-0872203952) 508 pages.
Written by Thucydides, an Athenian general who served in the war, this is an
account of the Peloponnesian War in Ancient Greece, fought between the Peloponnesian
League (led by Sparta) and the Delian League (led by Athens). Published reviews
available.
>Walker, Alice. Why War is Never a Good Idea. 2007. HarperCollins. $17.89 (9780060753863) 32 pages, library binding.
Poet and activist Alice Walker personifies the power and wanton devastation of
war in this evocative poem. Published reviews available.
>Zinni, Tony and Koltz, Tony. The Battle for Peace: A Frontline Vision of America’s
Power and Purpose. 2006. Palgrave Macmillan. $24.95 (978-1403971746) 256 pages.
Tony Zinni commands attention on the battlefield, at peace talks, in politics, and
across the media spectrum. Widely acclaimed for its clear and practical approach to
promoting a more stable and peaceful world through realism and pragmatic cooperation,
this book has become even more relevant as we veer dangerously close towards
confrontation with Iran. Published reviews available.

We are one on this planet.
>Brody, Ed, Jay Goldspinner, Katie Green, and Rona Leventhal. Spinning Tales,
Weaving Hope: Stories, Storytelling, and Activities for Peace, Justice and the
Environment. 2002. New Society Publishers. $24.95 (978-0865714472) 296 pages,
paperback.
The second edition of this much-loved storytelling sourcebook features 29
wondrous children's stories from around the world. From the mythic and the fantastic, to
the silly and the serious, these timeless tales encourage conflict resolution, compassion,
and sensitivity to the Earth and all living things. Published reviews available.
>Dammann, Erik. The Future In Our Hands. 1979. Pergamon Pr. (978-0080242835)
170 pages. Limited availability.
The Future In Our Hands Movement began in Norway in 1974 as a result of a
massive public response to the publication of this book. Erik Dammann, stresses, in
particular, the need for lifestyle changes in the affluent society. He maintains that
international social justice cannot be achieved without a general lowering of material
living standards of most people living in the rich countries.). This is Norway's largest
movement for comprehensive social change. Their website is:
http://tonsberg.fivh.org/index.php?id=127.

>Esposito, John L. and Dalia Mogahed. Who Speaks for Islam?: What A Billion
Muslims Really Think. 2008. Gallup Press. $22.95 (978-1595620170) 230 pages.

In a post-9/11 world, many Americans conflate the mainstream Muslim majority
with the beliefs and actions of an extremist minority. But what do the world’s Muslims
think about the West, or about democracy, or about extremism itself? Who Speaks for
Islam? spotlights this silenced majority. Published reviews available.
>Ferencz, Benjamin and Ken Keyes, Jr. Planethood: The Key to Your Future. 1993.
Love Line Books; 2nd Revised edition. $7.95 (978-0915972210) 240 pages, paperback.
Available used.
Just as Maryland is not at war with Pennsylvania because we have a federal
government to deal with interstate disputes, so we would not have wars between nations
if we had a strong world federal government. This would include a criminal court that
could bring individuals as well as nations into the courtroom when international laws
were broken. Published reviews available.
>Frankl, Viktor. Man's Search For Meaning. 2006. Beacon Press. $6.99 (9780807014295) 165 pages, paperback.
Psychiatrist Viktor Frankl's memoir has riveted generations of readers with its
descriptions of life in Nazi death camps and its lessons for spiritual survival. Based on
his own experience and the experiences of those he treated in his practice, Frankl argues
that we cannot avoid suffering but we can choose how to cope with it, find meaning in it,
and move forward with renewed purpose. Frankl's theory—known as logotherapy, from
the Greek word logos ("meaning")—holds that our primary drive in life is not pleasure,
as Freud maintained, but the discovery and pursuit of what we personally find
meaningful. Published reviews available.
>Fry, Douglas P. Beyond War: The Human Potential for Peace. 2007. Oxford
University Press $24.00 (978-0195309485) 352 pages.
Douglas P. Fry convincingly argues that the facts show that our ancient ancestors
were not innately warlike--and neither are we. Drawing on archaeology and fascinating
fieldwork on hunter-gatherer bands from around the world, Fry debunks the idea that war
is ancient and inevitable.
>Gavron, Daniel. Holy Land Mosaic: Stories of Cooperation and Coexistence
between Israelis and Palestinians. 2007. Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc. $65.00
(978-0742540125) 226 pages.
Holy Land Mosaic chronicles the less reported side of the Middle East scene: the
ongoing projects of conciliation and coexistence between Israelis and Palestinians, and
between Arabs and Jews in Israel. Daniel Gavron presents a personal journey through the
different movements, projects, organizations, and NGOs that promote tolerance and
understanding between the two warring peoples. Published review available.
>Gromyko, Anatoly and Martin Hellman. Breakthrough: Emerging New Thinking:
Soviet and Western Scholars Issue a Challenge to Build a World Beyond War. 1988.
Walker & Company. $19.95 (978-0802710154) 281 pages.
Essays discuss nuclear proliferation, the prevention of nuclear war, international
politics, superpower cooperation, disarmament, and socialism. Published reviews

available.
>Hanh, Thich Nhat. (Wisdom from) Peace is Every Step: The Path of Mindfulness in
Everyday Life. 2005. Peter Pauper Press. $5.95 (978-1593599072) 80 pages.
World-renowned Zen master, spiritual leader, and author Thich Nhat Hanh shows
us how to make positive use of the very situations that usually cause us stress.
Commentaries, meditations, and personal anecdotes invite us to find joy in the moment,
work for world peace, and sustain inner peace by turning the mindless into the mindful.
Published reviews available.
>Hawken, Paul. Blessed Unrest: How the Largest Movement in the World Came into
Being and Why No One Saw It Coming. Viking. $24.95 (978-0670038527) 352 pages.
This is a movement that has no name, leader, or location, but is in every city,
town, and culture. It is organizing from the bottom up and is emerging as an
extraordinary and creative expression of people's needs worldwide. Blessed Unrest is a
description of humanity's collective genius and the unstoppable movement to re-imagine
our relationship to the environment and one another. Published reviews available.
>Hunt, Scott A. Future of Peace: on the Front Lines with the World's Great
Peacemakers. 2002. HarperOne. $24.95 (978-0062517418) 384 pages.
In this illuminating journey around the globe, Scott A. Hunt takes us face to face
with true heroes including: the Dalai Lama; the famed dissident of Burma, Aung San Suu
Kyi; and the activist who brought peace to Latin America, Oscar Arias of Costa Rica,
who share their historic struggles and show us how to find optimism in the face of
anguish, and compassion in the place of animosity. Published reviews available.
>Hillman, James. A Terrible Love of War. 2004. Penguin Press HC. $23.95 (9781594200113) 272 pages.
From world-renowned psychologist and bestselling author of "The Soul's Code"
comes a profound examination of the roots of man's primal love/hate relationship with
war. Published reviews available.
>Johnson, Robert A. Owning Your Own Shadow: Understanding the Dark Side of
the Psyche. 1993. HarperOne. $14.95. (978-0062507549) 128 pages.
Written by Robert A. Johnson, a noted lecturer and Jungian analyst, this is an
exploration of the dark or hidden aspect of the persona--what it is, how it originates, how
it is formed, and how it can be used to bring wholeness to the personality. Published
reviews available.
>Kegan, Robert. The Evolving Self: Problem and Process in Human Development.
1982. Harvard University Press. $25.00 (978-0674272316) 336 pages.
At the heart of our meaning-making activity, the book suggests, is the drawing
and redrawing of the distinction between self and other. Using Piagetian theory in a
creative new way to make sense of how we make sense of ourselves, Kegan shows that
each meaning-making stage is a new solution to the lifelong tension between the
universal human yearning to be connected, attached, and included, on the one hand, and

to be distinct, independent, and autonomous on the other. Published reviews available.
>LeShan, Lawrence. The Psychology of War : Comprehending Its Mystique and Its
Madness. 1992. Noble Pr. $16.95 (978-1879360204) 163 pages. (There is a new edition
in paperback published in 2002 that includes discussion of the war on terrorism.)
Former military psychologist Lawrence LeShan's piercing analysis reveals why
war is often chosen over more peaceful solutions -- and why it is so easy to get into a war
and so hard to get out. Can peace be planned? How can we devise an "early warning
system" for war? Are some government structures more prone to war than others?
Published reviews available.
>MacDonald, Margaret Read. Peace Tales: World Folktales to Talk About. 2005.
August House. $24.95 (978-0874837940) 136 pages.
Maybe it's the king who spills honey, and then says it is not his problem until it
causes a war. Or maybe it's some sandpipers and whales who get into a foolish fight that
almost destroys their homes. Perhaps it's the man who thinks that a gun makes him
strong, or the monkeys who follow their leader into water that's too deep. Published
reviews available.
>MacNair, Rachel M. The Psychology of Peace: An Introduction. 2003. Praeger
Publishers. $78.95 (978-0275978556) 256 pages.
For individual health, healing professionals study first the causes and effects of
diseases, then how to treat them. A similar quest for recovery--but a recovery of societal
health--is the focal point for The Psychology of Peace. Published reviews available.
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